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Whilst Websites inform and instruct, a Web Video can really bring a Company and Brand to life.

With so many people using Social Media sites to share and recommend interesting Web Videos it is
prudent for any company wanting to expand awareness of their brands to invest in a well thought
out and entertaining Web Video. The best Web Videos use a mix of quality Animation and Graphics
to recreate the image of the Brand they want to promote. By employing a well-respected Animation
Team to put it all together companies soon find that their Web Videos become highly watched and
enjoyed adverts for their companies.

A Web Video does not need to be informative and bland, it can be exciting and fun to watch and will
convey a positive professional feel for any company using them as part of their Online Marketing
Campaigns. Not just for brands but for E-Learning and Tutorials, a cleverly created Animation can
be a valuable Marketing Tool for any company.

With so many Animation Specialists to choose from it is not surprising that many look to the talented
Animation UK teams. With their ability to work closely with a Company to work out what image they
wish to portray and an idea for the finished article, they will use their team of Designers, Artists and
Graphic Designers to put together the perfect Online Web Video. The UK has a wealth of talent and
ideas so it is not a shock to find that more people are turning to Animations London to find a unique
and world leading service.

Animation UK has the enviable reputation of up to date tools and techniques, along with an endless
stream of new and innovative ideas. All Web Videos start as a story board that will give the idea or
theme behind the Video. Animations London will then work to put together the characters and
images that the customer wants to use.

Asking anyone what adverts they remember, they are most likely to list ones that involve comedy or
emotion and the Web Video should be no different. The difference between advertising on
Television, Radio or in a Magazine is that the advert is restricted to a particular audience at a
particular time of day. An Online Marketing Campaign involving a Web Video will work twenty four
hours a day and can reach a huge audience of people throughout the world.

Finding a professional team to bring your Brand and Company alive is not as hard as it may seem.
Having a search Online using â€˜Animations Londonâ€™ or â€˜Animation UKâ€™ will soon help you locate a team
eager and ready to create the perfect Web Video for you.
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Contact Qudos Animation to know more about a Cartoon Animation Video
viral videos, 3D Animation & 3D video animations, corporate videos and stop motion animations.
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